TYPICAL EXAMPLES

Size 1

NOTES
1. All signs are Type I - Type SH Reflective
2. Color:
   Background - Green
   Message - White
3. Message Series - E for 6" Lower Case and 8" Upper Case
   E Modified for 8" Lower Case and 10¾" Upper Case
4. Colors for shields shall be according to the applicable route marker specifications.
5. Size 1 sign shall have 18" Minimum Shield except M1-55 shall be 15"
   Size 2 sign shall have 24" Shield except M1-55 shall be 20"
6. Cardinals are Series C

---

Old Town Hall Rd

Size 2

Arrow Detail

E6-52
9" Radius
2. Border

Scull Drive

Size 2

E6-53
9" Radius
2. Border

Bell St

Size 2

2" Border
6" Radius

Milwaukee

Size 2

2" Border
9" Radius
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